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Sojourners and Settlers-Lillian Petroff 1995-01-01 Macedonians started immigrating to Canada in the late 1800s, yet the community has never had its history recorded - until now. Lillian Petroff, in her book Sojourners and Settlers, has
remedied that omission in an informative and enjoyable manner. She charts the settlement patterns, living and working conditions, religious life, and political activity of Macedonians in Toronto from the early twentieth century to the Second
World War. The first Macedonians who came to Toronto lived an almost isolated existence in a distinct set of neighbourhoods that were centred around their church, stores, and boarding houses. They moved with little awareness of the city-atlarge since the needs of their families in the old country and political events in their homeland were much more important to them than developments in Toronto and Canada. A greater interest in Canada began to take root only after
Macedonians began to think less like sojourners and more like settlers. This transition was often accompanied by a move from bachelorhood to marriage and from industrial labour to individual entrepreneurial activities. Employing a wealth of
primary written and oral source material, Petroff tells the remarkable story of the men and women who laid the foundation for what would become a significant community in the Toronto area, which today represents the largest community of
Macedonians outside the Balkans.
Outcast Europe: The Balkans, 1789-1989-Tom Gallagher 2013-11-14 Examining two centuries of Balkan politics, from the emergence of nationalism to the retreat of Communist power in 1989, this is the first book to systematically argue that
many of the region's problems are external in origin. A decade of instability in the Balkan states of southeast Europe has given the region one of the worst images in world politics. The Balkans has become synonymous with chaos and
extremism. Balkanization, meaning conflict arising from the fragmentation of political power, is a condition feared across the globe. This new text assesses the key issues of Balkan politics, showing how the development of exclusive nationalism
has prevented the region’s human and material resources from being harnessed in a constructive way. It argues that the proximity of the Balkans to the great powers is the main reason for instability and decline. Britain, Russia, AustriaHungary, France and finally the USA had conflicting ambitions and interests in the region. Russia had imperial designs before and after the 1917 Revolution. The Western powers sometimes tolerated these or encouraged undemocratic local
forces to exercise control in order to block further Soviet expansion. Leading authority Tom Gallagher examines the origins of these Western prejudices towards the Balkans, tracing the damaging effects of policies based on Western lethargy
and cynicism, and reassesses the negative image of the region, its citizens, their leadership skills and their potential to overcome crucial problems.
Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood-Anastasia N. Karakasidou 2009-02-15 Deftly combining archival sources with evocative life histories, Anastasia Karakasidou brings welcome clarity to the contentious debate over ethnic identities and nationalist
ideologies in Greek Macedonia. Her vivid and detailed account demonstrates that contrary to official rhetoric, the current people of Greek Macedonia ultimately derive from profoundly diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Throughout the
last century, a succession of regional and world conflicts, economic migrations, and shifting state formations has engendered an intricate pattern of population movements and refugee resettlements across the region. Unraveling the complex
social, political, and economic processes through which these disparate peoples have become culturally amalgamated within an overarchingly Greek national identity, this book provides an important corrective to the Macedonian picture and an
insightful analysis of the often volatile conjunction of ethnicities and nationalisms in the twentieth century. "Combining the thoughtful use of theory with a vivid historical ethnography, this is an important, courageous, and pioneering work
which opens up the whole issue of nation-building in northern Greece."—Mark Mazower, University of Sussex
The East End of Europe-Allen Upward 1909
Forty Years in Constantinople-Edwin Pears 1916
Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in 1860 [1861, 1962-3]-Francis Galton 1864
Tito and the Rise and Fall of Yugoslavia-Richard West 2012-11-15 Few figures have dominated a nation's destiny as much as Marshal Tito of former Yugoslavia. For nearly thirty years he held together mutually hostile religious groups in a
deeply divided country, but his death in 1980 rekindled centuries-old hatreds and by 1992 Yugoslavia ceased to exist. In this revealing biography, Richard West questions the full impact of Tito's reign of power and his implicit responsibility for
the ensuing violent, bloody war in Bosnia. 'Excellent ... I recommend his book for those who already know about Yugoslavia and want food for thought about the future.' David Owen, Sunday Times 'Admirable ... Carefully researched and
extremely readable.' Literary Review 'A passionate book, in which West's historical sense is interlaced with his own very intimate knowledge of Yugoslavia from the late 1940s on and of the poignancy of [subsequent] events.' Fergus Pyle, Irish
Times 'Masterly'. Glasgow Herald
For Freedom and Perfection-Mercia MacDermott 1988
The Struggle for Greece-C. M. Woodhouse 2018-09-01 As commander of the Allied Military Mission to the Greek guerrillas in Greece in 1943-4, C. M. Woodhouse had to hold an uneasy balance between the communist and government sides. The
struggle for Greece unfolded against a background of conflicting communist doctrine, shifting foreign alliances, territorial disputes and personality differences. The first round began in 1941 with the German occupation of Greece when the
National Liberation Front attempted to regain control of the country and overthrow the monarchy. In the second round, the communists tried to seize power at the end of the German occupation in December 1944 and were frustrated by the
intervention of British forces. The third round (1946-9) was marked by US intervention, UN fact-finding missions, and the shift from guerrilla tactics to conventional warfare. The communists were weakened by internal feuding and overcome by
the US forces. Drawing on interviews with participants, documentary sources and Woodhouse's own experience, this new edition of a classic book analyses the characters, ideologies and events behind one of the longest and most bitter civil
wars of modern times.
Turkey in Transition-G. F. Abbott 2019-03-07 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Travels in Epirus, Albania, Macedonia, and Thessaly. with 4 Engravings-François Charles Hugues La Pouqueville 2020-05-15 This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created from careful scans of the original.
This allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions are generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make
these classics available again for future generations to enjoy!
The Balkans-William Milligan Sloane 1914
Macedonia-Elisabeth Barker 1950 SCOTT (copy 1): From the John Holmes Library collectioin.

Ausgebildet zum OSS-Spion-Helias Doundoulakis; Gabriella Gafni 2015-05-30
Stellen Sie sich den Schrecken vor: An einem scheinbar ganz normalen Tag im Mai des Jahres 1941 wird ein Junge aus einem kleinen Dorf auf Kreta mit einer unerwarteten Bedrohung konfrontiert – der Einmarsch der deutschen Truppen. Er
rennt um sich zu verstecken – seine erste Flucht in einer Reihe von Begegnungen mit dem Schicksal. Stellen Sie sich das Abenteuer vor: Der Junge und sein Bruder arbeiten für die SOE, eine Untergrundorganisation des Englischen
Geheimdienstes. Wenn die Widerstandsbewegung entdeckt wird, fl iehen sie schnell durch die Berge Kretas und verstecken sich vor dem Feind am helllichten Tag. Gefahr droht überall. Stellen Sie sich den Ruhm vor: Der Junge wird in einem
ägyptischen Palast zum Spion für das OSS (das Office of Strategic Services) ausgebildet, ein von der SOE neu gegründetes Gegenstück zum amerikanischen Nachrichtendienst. Stellen Sie sich die Gefahr vor: Während er auf seiner UndercoverMission in Saloniki ist, riskiert der Junge andauernd sein Leben da er deutlich sichtbar mit einem Rundfunk operiert. Wird die deutsche Polizei ihn jemals entdecken? Stellen Sie sich den Mut vor: Sollte der Junge gefangen werden, würde er
eher eine Kapsel mit Gift, die sein junges Leben schnell beenden würde, einnehmen als Folter zu ertragen. Oft fi ndet er sich nur Sekunden von diesen gefürchteten Maßnahme entfernt wieder. Stellen Sie sich den Triumph vor am Leben zu sein
um diese Geschichte im Alter von 91 Jahren zu erzählen . . . Das alles ist wahr. Folgen Sie Doundoulakis' Verwandlung vom Jungen zum Mann, vom Mann zum Soldaten und vom Soldaten zum Spion. Diese Geschichte über das Spiel des Lebens
muss einfach gelesen werden. Die Geschichte des Autors spielte neben den Geschichten von anderen Agenten in dem Dokumentarfi lm Camp X: Secret Agent School – eine Produktion der Yap Films – mit und wurde auf dem History Channel in
Kanada, Kanal Smithsonian, sowie auf anderen weltweiten Netzwerken ausgestrahlt.

The Historical Development of Experimental Brain and Spinal Cord Physiology Before Flourens-Max Neuburger 1981
Images and Ideas in the Middle Ages-Gerhart B. Ladner 1983
“The” Red Jews-Andrew Colin Gow 1995 The German legend of the Red Jews, a medieval conflation of the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel with the biblical destroyers Gog and Magog, articulated throughout the Middle Ages and well into the sixteenth
century a fundamentally antisemitic strain of popular apocalypticism. This undigested piece of medievalia disappeared as more strictly biblical narratives of the End replaced medieval myth. As a result, the Red Jews have not been noticed by
modern historians though they were a universally-known feature of German apocalyptic belief for over three centuries.
Beyond the Great Story-Robert F. Berkhofer 1997 What legitimate form can history take when faced by the severe challenges issued in recent years by literary, rhetorical, multiculturalist, and feminist theories? That is the question considered in
this pathbreaking book. Robert Berkhofer addresses the essential practical concern of contemporary historians.
ACTA Aragonensia-Heinrich Finke 2015-08-26 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
English Towns, 1500-1700-John Patten 1978
The Fear of Conspiracy-David Brion Davis 1971 The Fear of Conspiracy brings together 85 speeches, documents, and writings that illustrate the role played in American history by the fear of conspiracy and subversion.
Things I Can't Remember to Forget-Carol Lynn Stevenson Grellas 2017-05-06
Ludwig Boltzmann-Ludwig Boltzmann 1982
Poetry, Prose and Plays-John Dryden 1952 Contains poetry, prose and plays by English author John Dryden.
Enemies of God-Christina Larner 2000 For many years the European witch craze of the 16th and 17th centuries was considered a subject of almost bad taste to study. Then came World War II and a genocide which was the greatest convulsion
of evil the world had ever seen. Scholars realized that the witch cult was still with us.
The South Slav Conflict-Raju G.C Thomas 2014-06-23 First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Balkan Question-Luigi Villari 1905
Greece in Evolution-George Frederick Abbott 1910
Immigrant Races in North America-Peter Roberts 1912
The Balkan Peninsula-Emile de Laveleye 1887
The New Macedonian Question-J. Pettifer 1999-05-19 The Macedonian question has been at the heart of the Balkan crisis for most of the twentieth century. This important book is the first to bring together international experts to analyse the
recent history of Macedonia since the break-up of Yugoslavia, and includes seminal analyses of key issues in ethnic relations, politics, and recent history. It is edited by James Pettifer, a British authority on the southern Balkans, and is likely to
prove a landmark in its field.
The Medieval Town-Edith Ennen 1979
Introduction to the History of the Indo-European Languages-Vladimir Ivanov Georgiev 1981
Our Slavic Fellow Citizens-Emily Greene Balch 1910
Fighting the Turk in the Balkans-Arthur Douglas Howden Smith 1908
The Burden of the Balkans-Mary Edith Durham 1905
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